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A flooded bathroom. The feeling of bare feet walking through the floating 

weeds, soaked and stained. Little invasions of species that find themselves 

pulled out of context. The delightful power of choice to take the climate 

crisis out of context, before it invades our spaces further and not at all by 

choice. 

Coming to terms with that now, learning to adapt to the weather we force 

on ourselves is the only way we can grow.

Working with evoking pleasure from the natural, highlighting its resilience 

in the face of everything we do to it, how it adapts and invades our spaces, 

the artist is describing an adaptability and resilience. The virility of 

certain species and their ability to thrive in the most unexpected locations 

highlights the poetic power of that ability when experienced through 

something other than our computers.

The installation contains labour-intensive textiles, precious to the artist, but 

abused nonetheless. Their change and loss isn’t yet something we all know 

much about. Dramatic and overwrought emotions are the only tools left 

with which to erode our careful expectations of safety.



[Q] This new piece is called Warm Summers. Where does the title come 

from?

I’ve thought through so many descriptive titles but every one was 

so research based,  focused on the political frameworks that I worry 

about every day, stories of climate science or the next breakthrough 

in regulation. However, the work is meant to appeal to our instinct, 

and comes from memories of stepping through shallow green pools 

on a pleasant day. There is a dual feeling to those days growing up, of a 

countryside changing itself on me. Suddenly having to wear rubber boots, 

because last time zebra mussels cut the absolute hell out of my feet. I 

hate having to wear rubber boots. The work comes out of the duality of 

catching a beautiful trout off of a warm rock, only to hurl it into the woods 

in disgust on seeing the translucent parasites swimming through its flesh. 

There is a pleasure in those days that everyone remembers, a happiness 

that so often hides the dark changes being forced on the natural places 

around us.

The weather is not just small talk, it effects our emotions deeply, gets tied 

up with memories and is so often the only thing we have in common with 

a stranger, why think it is a shallow way to start a conversation?

[Q] You have recently introduced weaving into your practice, after your 

long-term interest in painting on different textile surfaces (woven and 

stitched fabrics of different materials). How was this shift for you? What 

struck this deeper need to connect with weaving as a medium, beyond 

canvas, and introducing it into methodology?

It started with weaving my canvases, creating surfaces more complex than 

I could ever buy. Integrating colour and odd textures into the surfaces 



on which I am painting has always had more impact on the work than 

anything I could carefully paint in myself.

Painting has been the core of what I do because of its infinite possibility 

to explore the corners of my imagination where physics don’t apply. But 

as an artist restrictions can be good. Working conscientiously within 

the restrictions of a space has always led to my best installations. Before 

painting, playing with every kind of making and material was my first 

love. Discovering how differently every kind of wood reacts led to a deep 

respect for using every material well. Every colour in paint is made from a 

different physically ground up pigment that each have their own particular 

transparency, grittiness, or vibrancy. Ignoring those individual properties 

only leads to a shit painting, because you are fighting against what they 

prefer to do all along the way. 

Weaving was a break from this, repetitious and empty of those infinite 

choices. Every decision is made at the beginning. The actual weaving takes 

ages and as you go it gets rolled up out of sight. Eventually, finally you get 

to unroll the entire piece to see the product, hoping it came out well. That 

lack of control is nerve wracking but satisfying in a different way, in that 

you get to live with choices completely out of your control, work with them 

and adapt to the product that you have, instead of forcing things to be the 

product that you wanted.

[Q] This particular installation includes duckweed, a plant currently 

floating over the floor of The Change Room, which you single-handedly 

multiplied and helped grow here, on site, over the last few weeks. What is 

the significance of this species within your new project? 

Duckweed can be invasive and choking, creating monocultures in the 



ponds it multiplies in. It also oxygenates and cleans up excess fertilizer 

runoff. It out competes much worse algal blooms while creating great 

habitat for spawning fish and larvae in its floating roots.  Under the 

right conditions it can double itself every 36 hours, is pure protein, and 

is an incredible green technology in that it that thrives under human 

disruption. It is a perfect example of the kinds of ruderal, emergent 

ecologies that  are never good or bad but only evidence of an intense 

adaptability. 

Though humans are infinitely adaptable (we are a part of the same 

ecosphere after all) we are not really individually comfortable with the 

kind of suffering this Darwinian adaptation requires. Thinking only about 

the beautiful green result of selective evolution allows you to forget all the 

death and struggle that will inevitably happen first.

[Q] Can you tell us a bit more about the choice of imagery the weavings 

depict? There is a true sense of globality in your work, particularly with the 

flooding series. Yourself Canadian, but painting and weaving episodes of 

flooding in the Southern American states, and showing them in the UK, in a 

post-Brexit climate, pre-climate change crisis. 

One piece is of an oil slick waving down a flooded street after hurricane 

Katrina. One is a collage from 3 wildfires, all sparked in unprecedented 

drought conditions. The aftermath has always been more interesting to 

me than the events themselves. The iridescent chemistry of an oil slick or 

the cliche of a rainbow after the storm in the calm relief of the aftermath. 

I hope the atmospherics of the installation can match, of sloshing through 

and assessing whats left.

The politics of the climate, the psychology of a story that is always slipping 



out of its static definitions is difficult for us to handle as individuals. 

Trying to pin down our understanding of a system as complex as the 

climate is impossible, the story is always changing so how we see and 

think about it has to as well.

I actually have high hopes for the adaptability of our politics in the 

coming decade. Though there has been a strong backlash to green 

movements, there are too many young people terrified for their futures 

that are too insistent to ignore. The factual practicality of The Green New 

Deal, the power of emotion from Greta Thunberg and the millions of 

anxious teenagers who follow her example. In the face of such urgency 

the rise of reactionary conservatism can only seem like the ineffectual 

grumbling of a comfortably drunk man being dumped off his floatie.

[Q] There is also a sense of locality in this project. You weaved these pieces 

yourself, at a textile studio in Deptford, and you have sourced the duckweed 

from a local pond as well. Do you feel like that is a good way of creating 

change, by starting from the local, and working yourself up to the national, 

and global? 

Local is the only thing I can change. I’ve been thinking a lot about how we 

require emotion to make real change in our lives. You need to personally 

struggle against an issue to ever really want it to change, to fully invest 

in finding that change. The main question I am dealing with at the 

moment is how do I bring some kind of environmental encounter into 

a city? Take it out of its global context and create a personal experience 

of something not the same as the many worldwide struggles but maybe 

adjacent to them. This is still an amorphous idea as it is an impossible task 

when taken literally, art can’t make you feel the loss of your home, but 



maybe there is a power somewhere in creating unanticipated experiences 

sourced from an environmentalist’s obsessions. Invading an unexpected 

space with an overwhelming amount of the natural, of asking you to 

step into a warm comfort that is also a bit icky, of accentuating one kind 

of weather by contrasting it with the emotion caused by another. I am 

still experimenting within this realm of climatic affect which requires 

my audiences to be present. A more global impact may come later, but it 

is hard to know since personal emotional experiences are not memetic. 

What my work tries can’t go viral, but just being part of the fast moving 

conversation feels like enough.

[Q] It is particularly striking that you have chosen to flood the very room 

you are showing this installation in, an installation of works which speak 

about class, inequality and flooding of people’s homes, feelings of instability 

and loss. How do you feel about this irony? Is it creating a sense of control?  

A sense of control that so many people in the world do not have, yes. I 

gravitate to depicting areas of relative wealth because they often have 

insurance and are mostly rebuilt. These are of areas where crisis can be 

forgotten. But class is global, and made more visible by the intensifying 

global weather that effects us all, because it does not effect us all equally. 

I can’t force you, but to even enter the room I am asking that you take off 

your shoes and socks so that you can step into the warm water and feel 

the pond life. I can’t guarantee there aren’t some bugs that came with my 

samples, but I do hope you are willing to give up some of that control too.  



This installation is thinking about much feeling can be evoked by the natural 

world, through an ambient sound piece, Frostcrack, floating through. 

These woven images are of the aftermath of hurricanes, fires floods, never of 

the events themselves. To use recordings of violent storm and fire feels inap-

propriate and a missed opportunity. To instead contrast the images of detritus 

with calm complacency twisted by the odd sounds from cold, has its own logic 

of emotive weather. Think of the sound excluding calm of a heavy snowfall. 

The feeling calmly walking home in through the woods on the coldest days, the 

kind of days where you can hear far off booms of frost quakes, cold creaking 

trees, or the reverberating laser sound of a lake ricocheting its thin layer of 

bare ice.

Many thanks are due to the sound and performance artist Monica Tolia for 

her generous help with creating the audio piece.

About Sam Schmitt

Sam Schmitt is a Canadian artist that grew up between city and country. 

His work in image and installation addresses the perceptual blindness 

we bring to the problems as vast as the climate crisis, and hopes to create 

immersive personal connections to the ecological processes that sustain our 

lives.

About The Change Room

The Change Room runs monthly events of newly commissioned or existing 

bodies of work that engage with climate change concerns, are in dialogue 

with other species, and engage with environmental questions.  

curated by Oana Damir
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Duckweeds are small, free-floating aquatic perennials that combine to 

form a green ‘carpet’ on the surface of the water. A tiny, single plant, it 

groups together to form ‘lawns’.

Duckweed remains green throughout the winter. The plant mass can 

double in size every two or three days in optimum conditions over 

summer, which is often seen as a problem with gardeners and weed-

control services for public gardens and domestic spaces. Duckweed is 

a great source of food for several species of birds such as domestic and 

ornamental ducks, moorhens and coots, often seen as natural weed-

control, and grass carps will eat some species of duckweed. Despite its 

disadvantages (seen by some as a threat), duckweed is seen as a miracle 

plant for some for its use as a cost effective renewable energy, biofuel; it 

filters water, it offers mosquito prevention, it prevents algae growth, it 

can reduce evaporation on bodies of water and it is also a great source of 

protein and food for humans. It also provides shelter for pond animals, 

such as bullfrogs.

Duckweeds, or water lenses, are flowering aquatic plants which float on or 

just beneath the surface of still or slow-moving bodies of fresh water and 

wetlands. Duckweeds are tiny floating or submerged aquatic plants with 

reduced or obsolete roots. They flower only rarely, and their flowers are 

small and inconspicuous. There are as many as thirty-five species of these 

tiny plants.

The run-off created from intensive farming methods can cause an 

ecological waste that would stream into running water. Duckweed can 
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clean this water by absorbing the resulting chemicals.

Another interesting use of duckweeds is mosquito control. In many 

countries (ninenty-one countries to be more exact) mosquitos present 

a strong health risk to communities, carrying and spreading life-

threatening diseases such as malaria, yellow fever, dengue fever, and the 

Zika virus. Because duckweed covers the surface like a thick blanket, it 

blocks the mosquito from laying eggs. By stopping mosquitoes breeding, it 

drastically reduces the number of illnesses and deaths attributed to them. 

Duckweed also reduces water evaporation and keeps water cool.

Scientists are working on ways to utilize duckweed as a bio-fuel. Other 

plants are being grown for bio-fuel but none grow with the rapidity of 

duckweed. Currently, the main bio-fuel crops are corn (maize), elephant 

grass and sugar cane. These take up vast areas of farmland, often in third 

world countries, which could be used to grow food crops for the local 

population instead of crops which will be made into bio-fuel and sold to 

the westernised first world countries. The advantage of duckweed is not 

just its speed of growth but because it grows on water, it frees up the land 

for farming food crops. Plus with its water purifying properties, it leaves 

clean water behind.

Duckweed mainly grows in warm, wet environments around the world, 

either in shade or direct sunlight. It floats, forming a blanket over small 

bodies of slow-moving water. These bodies of water contain high levels of 

nutrients such as phosphorus or nitrogen.

Facts courtesy of the wide web, generous people that circulated

free information, and friendly humans that were curious about these tiny 

but rich plants. 
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